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Disease Eradication:Privateversus Public Vaccination
*
By PIERRE-YVESGEOFFARDAND TOMASPHILIPSON

Despite the fact that infectious diseases remain one of the major causes of morbidity
and mortality in the world, especially in developing countries, economic research on
policies aimed at limiting their occurrence
has been limited. A major technology aimed
at limiting such diseases has been vaccines.
Although the introduction of a vaccine usually produces a sharp drop in the occurrence
of a disease, the eradication of vaccinepreventable diseases predicted by many at
the time of these inventions has never been
achieved.' Of the roughly 40 vaccines on the
market, only the smallpox vaccine has been
successful in eradication. Diseases such as
measles, tuberculosis, and different types of
influenza persist, despite explicit governmental efforts to eradicate them, and recent
attempts to develop a vaccine against HIV or
AIDS raise important questions about the
causes behind these difficulties.
This paper provides a positive analysis of
the forces that make disease eradication difficult, whether attempted through the public or
the private sector. Section I studies the equi* Geoffard: CNRS, Delta, 48 Boulevard Jourdan
75014, Paris, France; Philipson: Department of Economics, University of Chicago, 1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, IL 60637. This research was carried out while
Geoffard was a visiting postdoctoral scholar in the Departmentof Economics at the University of Chicago during 1992. We would like to thanktwo anonymous referees
for providing very valuable comments. We also would like
to thank Jonathan Gruber, Derek Neal, Richard Posner,
Edward Prescott, and Peter Rangazas for comments.
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UCLA, Yale University, the World Health Organization,
and the 1994 meetings of the American Economic Association and the Econometric Society also provided useful
input. William Adkinsson, Jeffrey DeSimone and Edward
Vytlacil provided valuable research assistance. Financial
support from Caisse Autonome de Refinancement
(Geoffard) and National Institutes of Health (AHCPR HS
08066-02) (Philipson) is acknowledged.
' See, e.g., Stephen Plotkin and Edward Mortimer
(1988) and World Bank (1993).
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librium determinants of the demand for vaccines and the implied disease dynamics in
private markets. A central interaction stressed
is that between the extent of disease, which is
lowered by the demand for vaccines, and the
demandfor vaccines, which is increased by the
extent of disease. We show a very general result on the difficulty of private markets to
eradicate disease, regardless of the market
structureunder which vaccines are produced.
In particular, price reductions achieved by
competition do not imply eradication. Our
simple, but general, result stems from the fact
that as the disease disappears, so too does the
demand for vaccines, subsequently allowing
the disease to return.
Section II analyzes the difficulties of achieving disease eradicationthroughstandardpublic
health interventions,such as price subsidies and
mandatoryvaccinationprogramsaimed at stimulating demand.Our analysis implies that these
policies are limited in their ability to increase
demand, and hence to achieve eradication.
Price subsidies alone will not bring about eradication for the same reasons that price reductions through increased competition will not.
Both price subsidies andmandatoryvaccination
programsare limited in their ability to achieve
eradicationbecause the increase in demand of
individualscovered by the programslowers the
incentive to vaccinate for those outside the program, due to any reduced prevalence brought
aboutby a program.This bringsinto doubtclassic justifications of Pigouvian subsidies aimed
at solving the underprovisionof vaccines due
to their positive external effects. This is so because the price elasticity of demand is lower
the more demand responds to disease occurrence, with the extreme case of total demand
being inelastic to subsidies. Nevertheless, we
show that price subsidies may make it potentially profitable for a monopolist to eradicate
the disease. However, a vaccine monopolist
faces a nonstandarddynamic incentive to increase markups. For if the vaccine eradicates
the disease, the demand for the monopolist's
productis eradicatedas well.
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Finally, Section III concludes by considering the normative aspects of eradication. We
argue that the importantwelfare effects are dynamic and that a deficit-financed eradication
program may improve welfare by making future generations pay currentones for the benefits of disease elimination.
I. Disease Eradication in Private Markets

Individuals are classified into four health
categories: susceptible, infected, immune
through recovery, and being outside the system, with the fractions in the first three categories denoted St, It, and R, at time t. We refer
to the fraction infected in the population, I,
as the prevalence of the disease. A future path
{ I; s 2 t } and
of prevalence is denoted P

a futurepath of prices is denotedp'

{p5;

s 2 t }, with the instantaneous de&mand
for
vaccines at time t for two such paths denoted
D(It, pt). We denote by b and m the birth
and moritalityrates into and out of the system,
respectively,2 and by w the rate at which infected individuals are withdrawn naturally
from infection into immunity. The changes
over time in the health of the population are
determined by

dSt/dt

= b[I
-

dIt/dt
dRt/dt

=
=

- D(It, pt)]

StIt -mSt

SIt

-

(w + m)It

bD(It, pt) + wIt - mRt.

The change in the fraction of susceptible individuals is due to the entry of newborn individuals who do not vaccinate. Exits are due to
new infections and nondisease-relatedmortality. The change in the prevalence is due'to the
entry of new infections, while exits are due to
immunity and infection-relatedmortality.New
infections are caused by contact between susceptible and infected individuals under random matching, as in the term 63StIt,where 63

2 Since we are not focusing on the effects of population
change, we assume throughoutthat there is no infectioninduced mortality, and that the birth rate equals the mortality rate, b = m.
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denotes the probability of transmission conditional on a potentially infective match. The
change in the fraction of recovered immune
individuals is due to the entry of newborn individuals who vaccinate, as well as those individuals recovering from infection, with exits
due to nondisease-relatedmortality.
It follows directly that the prevalence rises
over time whenever
(2)

dI / dt :: 0

w+ m

:: 1.
'as,B

The factor,6S, is the rate at which infected individuals infect, and the factor 1/(w + m) is
the average time of infection. For the infected
stock to grow, it is therefore required that the
average number of secondary infections by an
infected individual be above unity, so that an
infected individual more than replaces himself
among the infected. When there are only susceptible individuals, which is the relevant case
when a disease is to be eradicated,the secondary infections of a new infection are denoted
Ro 6/(w + m), so that the disease can take
off in a completely susceptible populationonly
when this rate is above unity.
These prevalence dynamics, coupled with
rational demand for vaccines, provide for
powerful forces that make it difficult for private markets to achieve eradication. We call
the demand for vaccines prevalence dependent
if, when prices are positive in the future,
demand vanishes when prevalence is low
enough. That is, for any strictly positive price
path p', there is a prevalence path I'(p')
0
below-which demand vanishes: D(MT,p')
for all It ? It(pt). The Appendix demonstratesin more de-tailthe weak assumptions on
individual demand behavior that are sufficient
to guarantee a prevalence-dependentdemand.
It stems simply from the fact that the benefits
of vaccination are not large enough when
prevalence levels are low enough. If demand
is prevalence dependent, and if the prevalence
goes to zero for any future prices, there must
be a time to after which the prevalence is
driven down so low as to generate zero demand. As no one vaccinates after to, the population becomes increasingly susceptible.
However, when an infection can regenerate
itself in a susceptible population (i.e., when
1), this implies that the prevalence
Ro
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increases again, making eradicationinfeasible.
In other words, the disease cannot be eradicated under positive prices when Ro 2 1.
As this argumentholds for any prices, it implies that, regardlessof the market structurein
which vaccines are produced,the disease is not
eradicated,since prices presumably are above
costs in the long runfor any marketstructure.In
particular, although a vaccine monopolist is
faced with a problemsimilarto that of using an
exhaustibleresource,the resource (prevalence)
never will be exhausted.Naturally,if competition drives prices down to reflect minimum average costs of production,then eradicationis not
achieved under this marketstructureeither. Interestingly,this argumentnot only is robust to
the type of market structure,but also to many
forms of expectations:it is trueundermyopic as
well as rationallyformedexpectations.The general difficultywith eradicationthus comes from
the demand side of the vaccine market,as opposed to the supply side.3
II. Disease Eradication Through
Public Health Interventions

The previous section attemptedto explain the
observeddifficultyof privatemarketsto achieve
eradication.This sectiondiscusses the forces that
explain the same difficultyfor public healthprograms. For expositional purposes, we consider
the effects of such interventionson the steady
state of the system outlinedabove. In the steady
state, the fraction of individualsin each of the
threehealth statesremainsconstantover time at
levels (S, I, R), now denoted without time indices. Denote by D(I, p) the demand under a
constantfutureprevalencepath at level I, where
Dp - O and D, ?0. The positive sign of DI we
refer to as the prevalence response of demand.
As discussed in the Appendix,this is simply the
result of an increasedbenefit of vaccination as
prevalencerises. We also show in the Appendix

that for each stationaryprice, there is a unique4
steady state of prevalencedenotedI(p), which
is increasingin price andis locally stable.Therefore, contraryto many aggregate dynamics of
economic systems, no cycles can occur in this
system even with myopic demand:vaccinationinduced cycles only can occur with a lagged
prevalenceresponse of demand.
A. Public Price Subsidies
Using the unique and positive relationship
between prevalence and price, vaccine demand can-be written as a function of price
alone, as D(p)
D(I(p), p). The total effect
of a price increase on this demand then consists of not only the standarddirect negative
effect but also the indirect and positive effect
through the increased prevalence
DP = DP + DI -.Ip.

(3)

The indirect positive effect is dependent upon
the degree to which prevalence rises with
price. This effect, in turn, is negatively related
to the prevalence response in demand, as can
be seen by the following steady-staterelationship derived in the Appendix:
(4)

Ip=-

1
*Dp.
w+ m
DI +
b

As price increases, demand decreases, causing
prevalence to increase. This, in turn, creates a
counteracting feedback in the demand, which
limits the impact that price has on prevalence.
The more prevalence responsive is demand,
the larger is this counteracting effect. Consequently, the total effect of price on demand
falls with the prevalence response of demand,
as can be seen by substitutingin Ip

(5)
' For a contraryview see, e.g., General Accounting Office (1994) for a discussion of why monopoly production
of vaccines makes eradication infeasible. Philipson and
Richard Posner (1993, 1995) and Geoffard and Philipson
(1995) discuss the inability of canonical epidemiological
models to analyze the effect of pricing and market structure on prevalence.

MARCH 1997

DP =

+

b D
w+ m

. DP.

4We ignore the steady state (S, I, R) = ( 1, 0, 0) with
zero prevalence.
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The total price effect discounts the partial effect by a factor that falls with the prevalence
response of demand. In sum, the larger is the
prevalence response of demand, the less it responds to price.
The implied reduction of price elasticities
has importantimplications for intervetions traditionally justified by economists as resolving
the underprovisionproblem of vaccines due to
their positive external effects.5 Under a
prevalence-responsivedemand, the small price
elasticities may limit the effects of Pigouvian
price subsidies.
B. Prevalence-Responsive Subsidies
Governments usually respond to increased
prevalence by expanding the extent and
amount of subsidies during disease outbreaks (see Philipson and Posner, 1993;
Philipson, 1996; Geoffard and Philipson,
1996). When subsidies vary with prevalence, as in s (I), we call them countercyclical or procyclical, depending on whether the
slope of s(I) is negative or positive, respectively. Without a doubt, the majority of
public-sector subsidy programs, whether
international, national, or subnational, are
procyclical. The total steady-state demand
function with such subsidies is
(6)

Ds(I,p)

D(I,p

-

s(I)).

The total prevalence response of demand is
then
dDs
(7)
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dI =D,-

s1D.

An increase in prevalence affects subsidized
demand directly, but it also affects it indirectly through the subsidy response,. which
induces a price reduction under procyclical
policy, as opposed to a price increase under
countercyclical policy. In the Appendix, we

show that the larger is the prevalence response of demand, the lower is the steadystate prevalence, in the sense that I is lower
whenever DI is uniformly larger. This directly implies, therefore, that a procyclical
subsidy policy lowers steady-state prevalence more than a countercyclical policy.
Furthermore, since the impact of price on
demand is smaller when the prevalence response of demand is larger, this implies that
the effects of a less competitive market
structure are mitigated by procyclical subsidies. The more procyclical are subsidies, the less the market structure affects
prevalence.
C. Subsidized Market Eradication
One interesting aspect of subsidies is that
they open up the possibility thatit may be profitable for suppliers to eradicate the diseasesomething that was never true in a private
market.
For a competitive marketfacing a stationary
subsidy s, the market eradicates the disease
only if the subsidy covers the minimumaverage
cost of production. On the other hand, a monopoly producer of vaccines faces an unconventional incentive to keep the disease alive: if
the disease is eradicated,so is the demand for
the monopolist's product. Consider a monopolist which faces constant marginal costs c.
Clearly, the monopoly price never will be below the subsidy level since demand is completely price inelastic at such a price. If the
monopoly price equals the subsidy, the vaccine
is free with a universal demand D(O) = 1,
which is assumed to lead to eradicationafter a
length of time T. Profits HE under such subsidized eradicationare
rT

(8)

rE

(s

=

-

c) D(O)e-6t dt,

where 6 is the discount rate. If the monopolist
price is above the subsidy level, the disease is
not eradicated and the corresponding profits
These Pigouvian subsidies are discussed in most standard treatments of public finance or health economics,
such as Joseph Stiglitz ( 1988), Victor Fuchs ( 1989), and
Charles Phelps ( 1992). See also Thomas Schelling
(1978), Dagobert Brito et al. (1991), and Christopher
Avery et al. (1995).

IN

underpricep are

(9)(9) rINFIN=

=

s)ext(p
D(p
(pC)
P - c) D(p
t=0

-s)e-

'dt.
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Comparing the two, we have that eradication
is profitable (i.e., HE
I -N) if
(10)

f r(s-c)D(o)
t=0O

(p

-

c) D(p

-

(p

2

-

c) D(p

-

s)

] e6t

- s)e-6t

dt
dt.

t=T

This says that increased profits earned on the
high level of demand needed to induce eradication are larger than the loss in future profits
due to the fact that the product of the monopolist has become valueless. However, the important point here is that eradication is less
likely to be profitablethe more responsive demand is to prevalence. This is so because eradication is less profitable the less demand
responds to price and, as discussed, Dp falls
with DI. When demand is price inelastic, it
never pays to eradicatebecause the monopolist
earns a loss both before and after the disease
is eradicated: a loss after eradication (as discussed) because the product is valueless, and
a loss before eradication because raising the
price will increase currentprofits.It is straightforwardto show thatthe conditionabove, IE 2
reduces to (s - c)(1
IN,
e-6T)
2
(p
c)D(p - s). This furtherimplies that the less
future profits are discounted (i.e., the larger is
6), the more eliminating the demand for the
product in the future matters, and thus the less
likely it is for eradicationto be profitable.This
effect of the interest rate is importantbecause
of a contrastingimpact it has on social welfare,
which will be discussed in the next section. In
sum, if demand is highly responsive to prevalence or if discounting is moderate, subsidized eradication is not profitable.6
-

D. Mandatory Vaccination
Virtually all observed mandatory vaccination programs are partial-they do not cover
whole populations or even whole age groups.
Therefore, private decisions to vaccinate outside of public programs remain an important
component of the total demand for vaccination. The total demand when a public program
covers a fraction f of the population is given
by
(11)

DT(I,p,f)

= f +

(1 -f)D(I,p).

The first term is the mandatorydemand in the
program, while the second term is the private
demand outside the program. Partial mandatory programs crowd out the private demand
for vaccination outside the program, in the
sense that some individuals would vaccinate
in the absence of the program, but would not
vaccinate in its presence.7More precisely, the
marginal effect of increased public coverage
demand is
(12)

dT =[1 -D]
df

+ (1 -f)D,If.

The first term is the direct positive effect resulting from the increased public coverage of
individuals who otherwise would not have
vaccinated. The second term is the indirect
negative effect on private demand for vaccination by individuals not covered by the public
program. The latter effect is increasing in the
prevalence response of demand, thereby limiting the ability of mandatoryvaccination programs to increase vaccination.
To illustrate, consider the private demand
given by the estimable discrete-choice model
involving an index specification
(13)

6 Subsidized suppliers, ratherthan demanders,may not
be prevalence elastic under so-called supplier-induceddemand. Supplier subsidization was undertakenin England
in 1990 when general practitioners received bonuses if
they achieved prespecified immunization targets for their
patients. The fraction who achieved the targets increased
from 55% at the startto 85% at the end of the programin
1992 (Principal Medical Officer, Department of Health,
England, 1994). This policy raises the interestingquestion
of whether health activities with positive external effects
may be efficiently provided by supplier-induceddemand.

MARCH 1997

D(I, p; 0) = g(0o + Opp+ 0,I),

where the demand parameters(00, 9p, 6h)may
be estimated by standardmethods of discrete-

7 This crowding-outeffect is one possible interpretation
of the relatively low pre-school vaccination rates in the
United States, given the mandatory vaccination required
in public schools.
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choice econometrics. The total demand function is then
(14)
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DT(p;0)

= f + (I -f )D(I(f,p,

0),p; 0),

where I(f, p; 0) is the steady-stateprevalence.
To illustrate the crowding-out effects of this
type of demand, Figure 1 plots the total demand curve DT as a function of the extent of
public coverage for the case of measles. The
estimates of the epidemiological parameters
for measles were obtained from Roy Anderson
and Robert May (1991). The incubation period is estimated to be aroundten days, which
reduces to the year-adjusted duration 1lw =
The life expectancy is taken to be 70
71065.
years, so that 1/m = 70. For measles, infection
in developed countries such as the United
States tends to result in morbidity rather than
mortality, so that including nonzero mortality
due to infection does not affect the results. The
transmission parameter,6 was estimated using
the fraction of susceptibles, estimated to be
around 7 percent for measles.
The figure displays the total vaccine demand for the case of no prevalence response
of demand, 0, = 0; prevalence-responsive demand, 0, > 0; and highly prevalenceresponsive demand, 0, > 0. The slope of the
total demand curve corresponds to the degree
to which public coverage crowds out private
coverage. The slope is unity in the case when
there is no prevalence response, and hence no
crowding out, and is close to zero in the highly
prevalence-responsive case, when there is almost full crowding out. Only when the public
coverage is above 1 - S, about 93 percent in
the measles case, does eradicationoccur, since
then Ro - 1. The figure thus illustratesthe limits of mandatory vaccination in achieving
eradication under a prevalence-responsive
demand.
Ill. The DynamicWelfareEffectsof Eradication

Although the focus of this paper has been
on the positive aspects of disease eradication,
its normative desirability is important to address as well. In a static model analysis, it is
clear that a full compulsory vaccination policy
is dominated by a free-market solution: static

externalities cannot justify an eradicationprogram by themselves. However, this result does
not hold when dynamic externalities are taken
into account, since the most importantwelfare
gain of an eradication programis that it eliminates costly prevention efforts in the future.
A lower bound B on the willingness to pay for
eradication by future generations is given by
the net-present value of these eliminated prevention expenditures, as in
00
B

(15)

D(p)pe

dt

t=T

pD(p)e-6t

On the other hand, an upper bound B on the
payment that has to be made to current generations through full subsidies made to everyone (to maintain demand throughout the
eradication program) is given by
(16)

f

B

pe-6 dtP(l

-e6

)

The upperbound must include subsidies to everyone, since as prevalence goes to zero, no
one vaccinates. The prevention expenditures
avoided, therefore, are larger than the required
subsidies whenever
(17)

B

BX

D(p) 2 e6T-1.

It follows that the interest rate 6 is a central
factor determining the desirability of eradication. If the interestrate is zero, then eradication
always is desirable for all demand functions,
since the value of the futureprevention it eliminates always is larger than the currentcost of
the eradicationprogram. On the other hand, if
there is full discounting, eradication always is
dominated by the free-choice equilibrium.
Also, a longer eradication program naturally
makes this condition less likely to hold, as
does a low level of demand caused by high
prices or features of the infection that makes
steady-state demand low.
It is useful to compare this to the profit motives of a subsidized monopolist. The important point here is that the monopolist does not
obtain any profits from individuals born after
eradication has been achieved (i.e., after T).

MARCH 1997
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FIGURE 1. TOTAL DEMAND AND PRIVATE PREVALENCE ELASTICITY

The rate of interest, therefore, has opposing
effects on the profitabilityand welfare gain of
eradication: less discounting makes the monopolist less likely to eradicate, although it is
more likely to improve welfare. Thus, a
deficit-financed eradication program, which
spends beyond tax revenues during its operation but recoups the deficit in future generations, may improve welfare when discounting
is at current market rates. This is so because
such a program would allow for the intergenerational transfers that are necessary to pay
current generations to overvaccinate for the
benefit of future generations, which although
benefit, do not compensate the vaccine
manufacturers.
APPENDIX

Individual Vaccine Demand.-To show the
individual behavior that leads to prevalencedependent vaccine demand, let u (h) and V(h)
denote the instantaneous utility function and
value function in health state h = s, i, r, d,
representingsusceptibility, infection, recovery
through immunity, and death. We assume
u(s) = u(r) < u(i), that is, being susceptible
or immune gives the same instantaneous utility, which is smaller than that under infection.
Without loss of generality, normalize the value
of death to zero, u(d) = V( d) = 0. The value
of immunity satisfies

(Al)

V(r) = u(r) + (1

-

m)V(r)

+ mV(d),
and hence V(r) = (lIm)u(r), which is the
expected duration of immunity times the instantaneous utility of immunity. The value of
infection similarly satisfies
(A2)

V(i) =

w+ m

[u(i) + wV(r)],

which is the average durationof the infection
times the expected utility when infected. If the
cost of vaccination at time t is a positive and
strictly increasing function of the price C(pt)
then, to retain tractability,8 we assume that the
agent has the opportunityto vaccinate only at
birth. Vaccination gives utility V ( r) - C(p),
as compared with no vaccination, which gives
utility V(s) = V(r) - 7r(FI)A, with
(A3)

7r(IF) 1

-m

f exp(-

(Iu + m)du) ds

'The argument applies to allowing vaccination in any
future period but is considerably more notation intense.
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being the probabilityfor a nonvaccinatorto be
infected in his lifetime; and A = [u(s) u(i)](lIw + m) is the cost of infection. An
individual vaccinates if, and only if, C(p,) c
A. Notice that when prevalence Iuis conr(FIt)
stant at I, this probability reduces to Pi/Pi +
m, and also that if for all s 2 t, Is < I, then
_x(F) c (PI1fI + m). When there is heterogeneity in types distributedaccording to G(x),
the vaccine demanders is
(A4)

D (It, pt)

A
a(x)r(

x:C(X,p,)

)

}

dG(x).

For any nonnegative price pt > 0, the relative
cost of vaccination remains uniformly positive
for all x, (C(x, pt)IA(x)) 2 Lt > 0. Therefore, if a prevalencepath It is such thatir(It) c
L,, then for all x, C(x, Pt) > 7r(It)/A(x), and
therefore D(It, pt) = 0, as required for prevalence dependence. Furthermore, since ir(I)
increases with I, the steady-state demand satisfies DI 2 0, and since C(x, p) increases with
p, it satisfies DP c 0.

lence. Inserting the steady-state level of susceptibles S into the first steady-state condition
defines the prevalence as an implicit function
of price throughthe equation F(I, p) = 0, with
(A6)

F(I, p)
= b[ l-D(I,

p)] -fIS-mS.

The condition D(0, p) < 1 - S implies F(0,
p) > 0. Furthermore,when b = m, F( 1, p) <
0. When DI ? 0, we have that F1 = -bDI f3S c - fS < 0; therefore,for any price p there
exists a unique prevalence level I(p) > 0, such
that F(I(p), p) = 0. And since Fp = -bDP
0, the implicit function theorem implies
-

(A7)

Ip

-F
=
F,

DI

-

dR,

0,

as required for prevalence to rise with price.
Furthermore,for all p,
(A8)

F(I(p), p) = 0=F(O, p)
ri(P)

+
0 = F(O,p)

=

P

-

b

F, dI

DI dI- PSI(p).

b[1-D(I,p)]

d'=O:
dt

dIt

1
w+m
m

_:_-_

Existence and Properties of the Steady
State.-The steady-state conditions are
(A5)
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PIS

0: PIS

MS =

-

-

0

(w + m)I = 0

If an alternative demand function D' is such
that D, is uniformly larger that DI, then
(A9)

fSI(p) = F(O,p)

> F(O,p)

= 0: bD(I, p) + wI - mR = 0.

With no disease-induced mortality,and with
a birth rate equal to the death rate b = mi, the
total population size is constant, and the third
condition is redundant. The second steadystate condition for prevalence implies that either there are no infections, I = 0, or that there
is a positive steady-stateprevalence I > 0, and
thatthe susceptiblefractionsatisfiesS = 1IRo=
(w + m)1P. This requiresthatRo > 1, in order
for there to be a positive steady-state preva-

=

-

bf

-

b f'D,

D Idl

dI

JS1'(p)

The steady state associated with D' is lower.
Finally, this steady state is locally stable: computation of the Jacobian matrix J of the system, evaluated at the steady state, leads to

(AIO)

J_ [

PI(P)

m-mD0 -PS
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The product of the two eigenvalues of this
matrix is positive, and their sum is negative.
Therefore, they both have a negative real part,
which proves the stability of the steady state.
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